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ABSTRACT: Recently, attribute based access control (ABAC) has received considerable attention from the security community for its policy flexibility and dynamic decisionmaking capabilities. The general idea of ABAC is to determine the authorization decisions of an access request based on various attributes of the entities involved in the access (e.g., users, subjects, objects, context, etc.). Hence, in an ABAC system, proper assignment of attribute values to different entities is necessary to protect against unauthorized access. There has been considerable prior research for ABAC in various aspects such as formal models, enforcement models, policy composition languages and so on. However, mechanisms for ensuring proper attribute value assignments to entities have not been well studied.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In general, constraints are an important and powerful mechanism for laying out higher-level security policies. For instance, in an organization, constraints can specify higher-level policies to put restriction on the behavior of its employees such as separation of duty constraints in role based access control where a particular employee cannot take both ‘programmer’ and ‘tester’ roles for the same project. Such a constraint eventually prevents the employee from simultaneously working on both developing and testing code for the same project. In this dissertation, we develop constraint specification in attribute based access control (ABAC) and cloud infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS). Generally, ABAC regulates permissions of users or subjects to access system resources dynamically based on associated authorization rules with a particular permission. A user is able to exercise a permission on an object if the attributes of the user’s subject and the object have a configuration satisfying the authorization rule specified for that permission. Hence, proper assignment of attribute values (or simply attribute assignment) to these entities is crucially important in an ABAC system for preventing unintended accesses. In this dissertation, we focus on constraint specification as an high-level policy specification on attributes assignment to entities in an ABAC based system as a mechanism to determine which entity should get which attribute values. By entities, we refer to users, subjects and objects, which are common in access control systems. A user is an abstraction of a human being. A subject is an instantiation of a user and can refer to a particular session much like in role based access control (RBAC) and an object is a resource in the system. While ABAC is policy neutral, it is also complex to manage since its access management not only depends on authorization rules but also assigned attributes to the entities. Imposing constraints on attribute value assignments can mitigate this complexity by imposing centrally designed and configured constraints on the decentralized process by which specific attribute values are assigned to individual entities.
Wang et al [33] in 2004 proposed a framework that models an ABAC system using logic programming with set constraints of a computable set theory. Requesting remote services in an identity-less open system requires that sets of attributes be presented in order to gain accesses to resources. In order to do so, they propose a stratified logic programming based framework to specify ABAC policies where collections of attribute and service options are modeled as sets in a computable hereditarily finite set theory. Their policies are flounder free, consistent and complete. In order to enhance runtime performance, they transform ABAC policies so that rewritten policies have the same runtimes as executing materialized rules. Their ongoing work explore other computable set theories and efficient implementations.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Bobroff et al [43] in 2007 proposed an algorithm that proactively adapts to demand changes and migrates virtual machines between physical hosts. A management algorithm for dynamic allocation of virtual machines to physical servers is presented. Time series forecasting techniques and bin packing heuristic are combined to minimize the number of physical machines required to support a workload. A method for characterizing the gain that a given virtual machine can achieve from dynamic migration is also presented. Experimental studies of the algorithm and its applicability using traces from production data centers are shown. The algorithm achieves significant reduction in resource consumption (up to 50% as compared to the static allocation) and also reduces the number of SLA violations.

Vouk et al [12] in 2008 examines the idea of "cloud" figuring, the issues it tries to address, related examination points, and a "cloud" usage in view of VCL (Virtual Computing Laboratory) innovation. It put forward an administration based construction model, lessened data innovation overhead for the end-client, incredible adaptability, and diminished collective expense of proprietorship, on demand administrations.

Wang et al [8] in 2008 brings an overview on the Cloud figuring and gives the cutting edge of Cloud registering innovations. In this paper, the creator endeavor to contribute the thought of Cloud registering: definition, value, usefulness, enabling advancement and normal applications.

M. Zaharia et al [50] in 2008 Motivated by the real-world problem of node heterogeneity, the authors have analyzed the problem of speculative execution in MapReduce. They identified flaws with both the particular threshold-based scheduling algorithm in Hadoop and with progress-rate-based algorithms in general. They designed a simple, robust scheduling algorithm, LATE, which uses estimated finish times to speculatively execute the tasks that hurt the response time the most. LATE performs significantly better than Hadoop’s default speculative execution algorithm in real workloads on Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud.

M. Isard et al [53] in 2009 addresses the problem of scheduling concurrent jobs on clusters where application data is stored on the computing nodes. This setting, in which scheduling computations close to their data is crucial for performance, is increasingly common and arises in systems such as MapReduce, Hadoop, and Dryad as well as many
grid-computing environments. The authors argue that data-intensive computation benefits from a fine-grain resource sharing model that differs from the coarser semi-static resource allocations implemented by most existing cluster computing architectures. The problem of scheduling with locality and fairness constraints has not previously been extensively studied under this resource-sharing model. They introduce a powerful and flexible new framework for scheduling concurrent distributed jobs with fine-grain resource sharing. The scheduling problem is mapped to a graph data structure, where edge weights and capacities encode the competing demands of data locality, fairness, and starvation freedom, and a standard solver computes the optimal online schedule according to a global cost model. They evaluate their implementation of this framework, which they call Quincy, on a cluster of a few hundred computers using a varied workload of data- and CPU-intensive jobs. They evaluate Quincy against an existing queue-based algorithm and implement several policies for each scheduler, with and without fairness constraints. Quincy gets better fairness when fairness is requested, while substantially improving data locality. The volume of data transferred across the cluster is reduced by up to a factor of 3.9 in our experiments, leading to a throughput increase of up to 40%.

Buyya et al [10] in 2009 highlights the cloud registering and details the architectural planning for the resources for the business sector highlighting the technologies such as the Virtual Machines (VMs). The creator likewise gives experiences on business based asset management methodologies that envelop both client and computational administration to support Service Level Agreement (SLA).

Rimal et al [7] in 2009 has depicted scientific categorization for delineating cloud computing structural engineering and further this scientific categorization is used for looking over a few current cloud computing administrations grew by different ventures all through the world like Google, force.com and Amazon.

Tharam Dillon et al [58] in 2010 discussed the challenges and issues of Cloud computing. The authors articulated the relationships amongst Cloud computing, Service-Oriented Computing and Grid computing. Also analyzed a few challenges on the way towards adopting Cloud computing. The interoperability issue was highlighted and a number of solutions are discussed thereafter for different cloud service deployment models.

Ramgovind S et al [62] in 2010, In their paper key security considerations and challenges which are currently faced in the Cloud computing industry are highlighted. While current offerings explore trail-and error control methods, a great deal of investment must be made in the managing security around this evolving technology. The Cloud Security Alliance is one such organization. It is a non-profit organization formed to promote the use of best practices for providing security assurance within Cloud computing, and provide education on the uses of Cloud computing to help secure all other forms of computing. By following guiding principles discussed in this paper, a great deal of insecurities may be easily expelled, saving business owners’ valuable time and investment.

Shengmei Luo et al [64] in 2011 first point out some security vulnerabilities in virtualization security and management and analyze the vulnerabilities. Then they propose a virtualization security framework aim at the vulnerabilities. In this framework, VM system architecture can solve the problem of virtualization security effectively, and virtualization security management settles the question that various VM managements bring. Through the combination of these two models, they can effectively solve the risk caused by the current virtualization security and management.

Dudin et al [6] in 2011, The author states that the cloud computing is popular approach for information handling and stockpiling. There is no convincing motivation in buying luxurious programming and gear for the limit of a ton of data. Arutyunov et al [3] in 2012, The historical backdrop of the development, present state, future consultations, favorable circumstances and disservice of cloud computing as one of the advanced imaginative innovations is depicted. It is an approach in which data is for all time put away in servers on the Internet and reserved briefly on customers that incorporate desktop PCs, diversion focuses, table PCs, journals, divider PCs, handheld gadgets, sensors, and screens. The primary models on which cloud computing is working at present time are: framework as a Service, stage as a service, Programming as a Service, information as a Service and work environment as a Service. Speed and expense are the two principle focal points of cloud computing and the most critical weakness of this innovation is security.

Islam et al [5] in 2012, The author highlight the distinctive parts of cloud computing for discovering the reality without bounds era of driving as cloud computing after centralized computer based processing, individualized computing, customer server based registering and web server based figuring.

Jin et al [36] in 2012, Proposed an attribute based access control model in which they provide an authorization policy specification language and formal framework using which DAC, MAC and RBAC policies can be expressed.
This research provides the authors with a good literature on existing schedulers which are mentioned in this description. The authors main contributes are-1. they solve the resource allocation problem in the user-level of cloud scheduling. 2. They address the task scheduling problem in the systemlevel of cloud scheduling. 3. they settle the evaluation problem for on-line schedulability tests in cloud computing. They also develop a simulator to model MapReduce framework. This simulator offers a simulated environment directly used by MapReduce theoretical researchers. A good survey of all schedulers is given as below-

Bijon et al [30] in 2013, provides a generic framework for risk-aware role based access control where they propose a guideline to incorporate risks around various components of a role based access control system such as user role assignment, role activation, etc. A quantified risk-aware RBAC sessions and role Activation/deactivation framework has been proposed in this paper.

Khalid Zaman Bijon et al [59] in 2013, This paper serves a basis for my research goal. Actually conflicting relations among attributes is an important factor for attribute assignment in ABAC. The author developed ABCL for specifying these constraints on attribute assignments. The gave the ABCL application in banking organization proving its expressiveness for generating various constraints for fulfilling the organization’s security requirements. Finally, they have shown ABCL can formally specify constraints in cloud IaaS.

Keiko Hashizume et al[42] in 2013, The authors have presented security issues for cloud models: IaaS, PaaS, and IaaS, which vary depending on the model. As described in this paper, storage, virtualization, and networks are the biggest security concerns in Cloud Computing. Virtualization which allows multiple users to share a physical server is one of the major concerns for cloud users. Virtual networks are also target for some attacks especially when communicating with remote virtual machines. Some surveys have discussed security issues about clouds without making any difference between vulnerabilities and threats. Traditional security mechanisms may not work well in cloud environments because it is a complex architecture that is composed of a combination of different technologies.

Zhifeng Xiao et al [65] in 2013, Throughout this paper, the authors have systematically studied the security and privacy issues in cloud computing based on an attribute-driven methodology. They have identified the most representative security/privacy attributes (e.g., confidentiality, integrity, availability, accountability, and privacy-preservation), as well as discussing the vulnerabilities, which may be exploited by adversaries in order to perform various attacks. Defense strategies and suggestions were discussed as well. They believe this review will help shape the future research directions in the areas of cloud security and privacy.

Kaur et al [4] in 2014, The purpose of this paper is to discuss cloud computing, its characteristics, progression and comparable study with structure enrolling. This survey focuses on significant effect on society and business of cloud computing.

Kataoka et al[11] in 2014, The author focuses their examination on disseminated figuring, and this examination reveals that the specific thought of "structure figuring" and other related thoughts appeared to be as one in the first stage.

Abdulaziz, Almehardi[15,16] in 2014, An Intent-based Access Control (IBAC), a novel access control model first proposed by the authors, is an access control system that detects the intention of the user requesting access answering the question "Why?" access is being requested as opposed to current access control systems that asks "Who?" is requesting access. IBAC is designed to prevent the insider threat as opposed to the current access control systems that are designed to prevent the outsider threat. IBAC is a risk-based access control that assesses risk of access based on the detected intent and the motivation level towards executing that intent. IBAC takes advantage of the robustness of P300-based Concealed Information Test to detect intent of access and uses the brain signals to detect the motivation level. The access control system has been used on 30 participants with 100% detected intentions of access and all malintent users being rejected access before they commit their mal-intended action.

Abdulaziz, Almehardi [17] in 2014, An Emotion-based Access Control (EBAC), a novel access control model first proposed by the authors, is an access control system that detects the emotion of the user requesting access in order to form an access decision. This form of access control adds the sensibility aspect to access control systems to further analyze the risk of granting an authorized user access. A user who has a high level of anger and might cause damage if granted access. As well as denying a malicious authorized user access can be useful, granting a non-authorized user who have good intentions of access can be useful as well (e.g. granting firefighters access to a facility in order to suppress damage).
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Mina Sedaghat [46] in 2015. The authors tried to formulate the scheduling problem as a multidimensional bin-packing problem, which is a challenging combinatorial NP-hard problem. The scheduling problem becomes more complicated still because different jobs and workloads have different SLA requirements, and may require different ways of bin-packing tasks together. Their scheduler supports constraints placement also.

Khalid Bijon et al [61] in 2015. The authors presented a generalized attribute-based constraint specification framework for virtual resource to physical resource scheduling in IaaS clouds. The mechanism also optimizes the number of physical resources while satisfying the conflicts. This paper gives me the research work based on the potential future work described in this paper is to extend this mechanism to address the limitations. Another future research is to develop a suitable front-end application program interface for specification and management of the conflicts.

R Charanya et al [28] in 2016. This paper discusses survey on access controls Security issues in cloud computing. The existing solutions are role based access control, identification based access control, attribute based access control and hierarchical based access control. Still existing solution are not sufficient to trust the cloud. The future plan is to implement a trust model for secure storage of file.

III. CONCLUSION

In this research, first, we developed a constraints specification language for ABAC. We identified different type of relations among attributes and develop a hierarchical relationship structure. We verified the expressiveness of the language by configuring various separation-of-duty constraints for role based access control and security policies for banking organizations. We also developed constraints specification mechanisms in cloud IaaS. First, we formalized a simple constraints specification mechanism for isolation management at both user level and resource level in the cloud. We also developed a formal administrative model for the management of user privileges. We then presented CVRM, the very first constraints specification process that enables tenants to specify several virtual resource management policies needed for production enterprise applications to run in IaaS clouds. CVRM can be specified as part of a cloud deployment and would be installed in every cloud service provided by the IaaS providers. We also identified that virtual-resource management policies can be discovered and constructed from log file which is similar to the well-known frequent-itemsets mining problem in database systems. We demonstrated a constraint mining algorithm for CVRM where the algorithm leverages standard Apriorialgorithm from the data mining literature. We also analyzed whether the mined constraints preserve semantic meaning with respective to the configuration requirements of the tenant. Finally, we presented a generalized attribute-based constraints specification framework for virtual resource to physical resource scheduling in IaaS clouds. The mechanism also optimizes the number of physical resources while satisfying the conflicts. We developed and analyzed the implementation of this mechanism in OpenStack cloud platform.
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